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Abstract Scientific collaborations involving multiple institutions are increas-
ingly commonplace. It is not unusual for publications to have dozens or hun-
dreds of authors, in some cases even a few thousands. Gathering the infor-
mation for such papers may be very time consuming, since the author list must 
include authors who made different kinds of contributions and whose affilia-
tions are hard to track. Similarly, when datasets are contributed by multiple in-
stitutions, the collection and processing details may also be hard to assemble 
due to the many individuals involved. We present our work to date on automat-
ically generating author lists and other portions of scientific papers for multi-
institutional collaborations based on the metadata created to represent the peo-
ple, data, and activities involved. Our initial focus is ENIGMA, a large interna-
tional collaboration for neuroimaging genetics. 
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1 Introduction 

Significant scientific effort is devoted to describing data with appropriate semantic 
metadata. Many communities have data repositories that use semantic markup to de-
scribe datasets, which enables users to query the repositories to retrieve data based on 
metadata properties of interest. In neuroimaging, which is the focus of this work, 
neuroinformatics repositories exist (e.g., http://nitrc.org) where researchers may 
download images corresponding to subjects of a certain age range. However, this 
metadata has been used in very limited ways beyond the repositories. Once the da-
tasets are extracted from a repository, they often become separated from their metada-
ta when they are analyzed in a separate system. Published articles include citations to 
the datasets that contain a unique identifier provided by the original repository, how-
ever their original semantic metadata is not passed on and is only informally de-
scribed in the articles.  

We are interested in the use of semantic metadata to automatically generate por-
tions of scientific papers that describe datasets included in the publication. For exam-
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ple, biomedical papers that use datasets collected from a group of study participants 
often include demographic tables with information that often exists in the metadata 
for the datasets (e.g., age ranges, clinical characteristics). Similarly, metadata for all 
the datasets used may include pointers to the people who collected the data, which 
would be included as authors of the paper.  In large multi-institutional collaborations 
where papers include dozens or hundreds of authors, generating the author list by 
hand can be very tedious. 

This paper presents our approach to generating portions of scientific papers based 
on a semantic repository of project information. We created a semantic repository of 
projects, contributors and datasets, and used it to automatically generate author lists 
and descriptions of datasets. We use the Organic Data Science framework that we 
developed in prior work [2], which extends the Semantic MediaWiki platform, and 
captures entities and properties in RDF while providing users with a very simple user 
interface.  We are working with the ENIGMA (Enhancing Neuro Imaging Genetics 
through Meta-Analysis) Consortium [7], a neuroscience collaboration where projects 
span many contributors from different institutions around the world 
(http://enigma.usc.edu).  

In other work, we developed an approach to automatically generate the methods 
sections of papers from scientific workflows and their associated metadata [1]. That 
work focused on generating descriptions of the computational steps involved in ana-
lyzing data. The work presented here is complementary, in that we show how addi-
tional portions of a scientific paper can be automatically generated. 

The paper starts with a description of what kinds of portions of papers could be 
generated automatically from a semantic repository of project information. We also 
describe the ontology and semantic repository that we developed to represent the 
information for ENIGMA. We then present our approach to generate portions of sci-
entific papers, and show a detailed example of a representative ENIGMA paper. 

2 Complex Project Information: The ENIGMA Collaboration 
and Publications 

To illustrate the potential uses of semantic metadata to automatically generate por-
tions of papers, we use several examples of publications by the ENIGMA Consorti-
um, which involves many international research groups.  

Author lists are often organized based on the roles and contributions made to the 
work. Consider [3] with dozens of authors, or [4] with hundreds of authors. At some 
point an individual is tasked with the daunting task of assembling a complete author 
list, generate an ordering, compiling all their affiliations, and entering them into a 
journal’s database for manuscript submission. 

The manuscripts themselves include tables with information about the datasets 
used. In ENIGMA, papers often report clinical associations with medical (brain) im-
age features, pooled from dozens of individual imaging studies around the world. It is 
therefore typical to include tables of the data collected in each study (a cohort), or the 
details of the data image collection process (an acquisition protocol). These tables 
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include the information for the brain scanner used, demographics of the cohorts in-
volved and the inclusion and exclusion criteria for data in each study cohort. Other 
tables may include other data summaries, such as genotyping platforms, or diagnostic 
scales that may be more specific to a particular project. These tables provide im-
portant provenance information, and may not be identical across clinical focus areas.  
Table 1 shows an excerpt of a table of acquisition protocols for [5]. 

Table 1: Excerpt of a table of acquisition protocols of cohorts for [5]. 

 
 
Gathering information about authors and study metadata for papers from multi-

institutional collaborations is a very tedious process. Authors come from numerous 
institutions around the world, and each may have multiple institutional and depart-
ment affiliations. Almost 300 authors and 200 institutions are listed in [4]. To add to 
the complexity, journals often require information on author contributions and each 
author may contribute to one or more aspects of the project. Keeping track of who did 
what can get quite difficult, particularly since some authors (e.g., students) may have 
left research or changed institution by the time the manuscript is compiled. The in-
formation about datasets must be gathered from each participating cohort. Gathering 
information may become very time consuming as each cohort may have recorded this 
information in a different manner, yet the table provided for the manuscript must have 
somewhat consistent entries across all cohort datasets involved.  

The examples given here are representative data-rich aspects of manuscripts that 
may be automatically generated. Although we focus on ENIGMA, large scale collab-
orations are becoming a key aspect of data discovery in the biomedical and broader 
scientific research fields. Our requirements are shared by large multi-institutional 
scientific collaborations, such as the climate collaboration described in [6]. 

3 A Semantic Repository of Complex Project Information for 
ENIGMA 

This section describes the ontology that we created to describe large multi-
institutional collaborations and its use in a semantic repository for ENIGMA.  

3.1 A Scientific Collaboration Ontology 
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The collaboration ontology for the 
ENIGMA consortium was created to 
represent information that is crucial to 
organize the different activities, da-
tasets and contributors. The classes and 
properties were created to represent 
information that is important to show 
in the manuscripts that result from 
collaborative activities. We created an 
initial collaboration ontology to fit the 
needs of ENIGMA.  

Figure 1 shows the main concepts of the ontology, which include Working Group, 
Project, Dataset (collected for a group of people or cohort), Acquisition Procedure 
(called Protocol), and Person. It also shows the relationships between them.  While 
some ontologies focus on people and projects and others focus on describing datasets, 
this ontology combines both aspects of the collaboration.  We extended this core on-
tology with classes and properties that are used to describe projects, datasets, and 
people in ENIGMA. The ontology could be extended similarly for other collabora-
tions by creating suitable properties of datasets and acquisition procedures in their 
particular domain. 

To generate the author list, the contributors of the project, along with their role for 
that particular project, must be known. Thus, the “hasPSeniorLead,” “hasPJuniorLe-
ad,” and “hasPSpecialContributor” properties of the Project class allow the system to 
find out who needs to be acknowledged in the author list. In addition to the leadership 
roles of the project, the people who took charge of the cohorts are also acknowledged. 
Therefore, the Cohort class has two properties that represents who the principal inves-
tigator and the other investigators: “hasPI” and “hasInvestigator.” 

A table with image acquisition protocols is necessary to include in all manuscripts 
that include imaging data, to describe the data collection procedure for each cohort. 
The image acquisition protocol table currently varies by paper but the most common 
columns were made into properties in the ontology. The “hasAcquisitionProcedure” 
property relates an image acquisition protocol to its respective cohort. The “Acquisi-
tionProcedure” class has a “ImageAcquisitionProtocol” subclass with the following 
properties which are used to generate the image acquisition protocol table: “ha-
sAcquisitionDirection,” “hasSequence,” “hasScanner,” “hasDataAcquisitionMatrix,” 
“hasFlipAngle,” “hasFoV,” “hasNumberOfEchoes,” “hasNumberOfSlices,” 
“hasScanTime,” “hasSliceThickness,” and “hasVoxelSize.” 

A demographics table is common for all manuscripts that study human popula-
tions, and therefore key components of ENIGMA papers. Datasets can be collected 
from a cohort, i.e., a group of people who participate in a study.  To find the total 
number of participants in a cohort, the number of males, and the number of females of 
a cohort, one can use the “hasNumberOfParticipants,” “hasNumberOfMales,” and 
“hasNumberOfFemales,” respectively. Since it is important to describe separately the 
group of patients and the group of controls in a study cohort, a new class called “Co-
hortGroup” was created. Thus, a Cohort has the properties “hasControlGroup” and 

 
Figure 1: Core classes of the collabora-
tion ontology. 
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“hasDiagnosticGroup” with “CohortGroup” as their range. The “CohortGroup” has a 
“hasNumberOfParticipants,” “hasNumberOfMales,” and “hasNumberOfFemales” as 
properties, which are necessary to generate the cohort demographics table. 

An inclusion and exclusion table is also part of a typical ENIGMA paper, as it is a 
key aspect of many clinical studies that study a particular patient population. The 
inclusion and exclusion criteria are described through a series of properties for the 
Cohort class. The criteria are not properties of the Cohort class as the control group 
and diagnostic group of a cohort can have different inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
Thus, separating the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the patient group and the 
control group was necessary. The “CohortGroup” properties that begin with “has” are 
inclusion properties while the “CohortGroup” properties that begin with “didNot” or 
“doesNot” are exclusion properties. The following properties are properties that de-
scribe the inclusion criteria for a specific cohort group: “hasDisorder,” “hasDisorder-
Details,” “hasFirstDegreeRelativeWithDisorder,” “hasFirstEpisodeOf,” “isWithin,” 
“hasMedicalRatingDetails,” “usesTreatment,” “hasTreatmentDetails,” “hasNeurolog-
icalComorbidity,” “hasPsychiatricComorbidity,” “isClinicallyStable,” and “isProfi-
cientinLocalLanguage.” The following properties describe exclusion criteria: “did-
NotHaveFirstEpisodeOf,” “doesNotHaveDisorder,” “doesNotHaveFirstDe-
greeRelativeWithDisorder,” “doesNotUseTreatment,” “doesNotHaveContraindica-
tionToMRI,” “doesNotHa-
veNeurologicalComorbidity,” 
“doesNotHavePsychiatric-
Comorbidiy,” “ex-
cludesLeftHands,” “ex-
cludesRightHands,” “isNot-
Pregnant,” and 
“doesNotHaveIntellectu-
alDisability.” 

Many of these properties 
have an inverse. For example, 
the property “hasSeniorLead” 
has domain project and range 
person, and “isSeniorLe-
adOfP” is its inverse. There 
are also additional properties 
that describe the ENIGMA 
concepts further. For example, 
a project has a “hasAp-
provedProposalForm” proper-
ty that links to the proposal 
that the project leads original-
ly submitted to describe the 
project and have it approved.  

 
Figure 2: An example protocol page of the 
ENIGMA repository. 
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3.2 A Semantic Repository for the ENIGMA Collaboration  

We use the Organic Data Science framework [2] for collecting and managing infor-
mation about ENIGMA. The framework is built on Semantic MediaWiki, and repre-
sents objects and properties in RDF. Users are shown all the properties relevant to the 
class of a resource on a wiki page as a table, and fill out their values. Figure 2 shows 
an example of a wiki page for an acquisition protocol.  Users may add new properties, 
as shown at the bottom of the figure.  

The ENIGMA repository is being prototyped with 3 selected projects out of more 
than 50 ENIGMA projects, with a total of 405 pages. It includes 3 working groups, 3 
projects, 4 image acquisition protocol pages, 8 scanners, 89 cohort groups, 54 cohorts, 
and 112 persons. We continue to grow the repository so that all of the working 
groups, projects, cohorts, and researchers will be eventually represented.  The reposi-
tory is currently private to ENIGMA members. 

4 Generation of Portions of Scientific Papers from a Semantic 
Repository 

There are different approaches to organizing an author list. In ENIGMA, the follow-
ing are two typical approaches. One approach is based on fine grained contribution, 
where the authors are ordered based on their roles. Under each role, the authors are 
alphabetically ordered. Another approach is based on coarse grained contribution, 
where the authors from roles other than junior and senior leads are placed in the mid-
dle of the list in alphabetical order. The junior and senior leads do not follow alpha-
betical ordering in either approach. 

To generate the list of authors automatically, the system extracts the names and de-
tails of researchers involved in a project by leveraging the ENIGMA ontology. The 
list of authors is generated using one of the two approaches described above. 

In addition to the author list, our system generates a detailed credit section that is 
often included in the acknowledgements of papers listing each individual’s contribu-
tion to the work. Authors who have multiple roles are credited for all of their roles. 

The system automatically generates three types of tables: an imaging acquisition 
protocol table, a demographics table, and an inclusion/exclusion criteria table. 

Table 2: Generated image acquisition protocol table for CLING and HMS. 

Cohort Data Type Scanner 
Acquisition 
Direction Sequence 

Data Acquisi-
tion Matrix 

Flip 
Angle 

Number 
of Slices 

Scan 
Time TE TI TR 

Voxel 
Size 

CLING 
T1-weighted 
MRI 

3T Magnetom 
TIM Trio Sagittal 

MPRAGE
sequence 256 x 256 9 192 

8 min 
26 sec 

3.26 
ms 

900 
ms 

2250 
ms 

1 
mm^3 

HMS 
T1-weighted 
MRI 

1.5T Magne-
tom Sonata Sagittal 

MPRAGE
sequence 256 x 256 15 176 5 min 

4.0 
ms 

700 
ms 

1900 
ms 

1 
mm^3 

 
Table 3: Generated demographics table for CLING and HMS. 

Cohort Total Control Total Patient Total Male Patients Female Patients 
CLING 372 323 49 36 13 
HMS 101 55 46 32 14 
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Table 2 shows an example of an automatically generated image acquisition proto-
col table. Image acquisition protocol tables display the information regarding the MRI 
scanner and imaging sequence used to scan each cohort. Here, the CLING acquisition 
protocol metadata from Figure 2 was used. 

Table 3 shows an example of an automatically generated demographics table. De-
mographics tables show the general information about the study participants in each 
cohort. Here, our table displays the cohort, diagnostic information (if applicable), the 
total number of individuals in each cohort broken down to the number of males and 
females, and the average age and age range of each group.  

Inclusion/exclusion criteria tables include, for each cohort, information on any in-
clusion or exclusion criteria used for enrolment in a study. In MRI studies, individuals 
are excluded for having metal implants which may interfere and cause harm when 
placed inside a high magnetic field (i.e., MRI machine). Due to space constraints, we 
have omitted an example of this type of table. 

5 Discussion 

The author generation system assumes that separate pages are maintained for each 
author with details on their full name, their full set of affiliations, their highest degree, 
and their contact email (used only for a corresponding author). One limitation of the 
current application is that it assumes the authors are individuals and does not address 
cases where a consortium or group are included as authors. It also assumes that the 
author list always follows one of the two author list approaches described above, yet 
there can be many other possible approaches to author ordering.  In addition, author 
information could be obtained from existing repositories such as ORCID or VIVO. 

Currently our system can only generate three types of tables containing certain pre-
selected columns. We envision custom table formats being created by project leads, 
so that they can easily be used by other projects within the ENIGMA consortium. 

Significant amounts of information about ENIGMA are available in unstructured 
form.  For example, the image acquisition protocols and the inclusion/exclusion crite-
ria are not structured. The ENIGMA ontology allows for the metadata to be harmo-
nized and reported in a standardized way. Now the ENIGMA repository has the po-
tential to go beyond table generation for papers and allow filtering and selecting da-
tasets by using standardized metadata. We believe these efforts will allow for im-
proved collaborations and scientific discovery.  

6 Conclusions 

As scientific collaborations become more complex, documenting the details of the 
datasets used becomes increasingly challenging since it involves gathering infor-
mation from dozens or hundreds of individuals across many institutions. We have 
shown that a semantic metadata repository for a collaboration enables the creation of 
tools to generate automatically author lists and tables that summarize key information 
about data collection and other data characteristics that are important to an article. We 
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have an initial implementation of a semantic repository and associated generation 
tools for the ENIGMA neuroimaging genetics collaboration, which we continue to 
extend both in content and capabilities. 
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